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Digital
We’re inspired to help you define your digital future. 



Digital
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Let's Talk



Build a digital strategy that will drive your organization forward.At Eide Bailly, we want to help you grow and thrive in the digital age—no matter where you are in your journey. By aligning your people, processes, and technology with your overall business objectives, we'll help position your organization strategically in a digitally driven world.  

We’re in the business of knowing your business, and our team of award-winning professionals can help you not only define your goals but empower you to reach them. We only succeed when our clients succeed, and that’s why our driving force, every day, is to help you find the best way forward. 
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Digital Solutions to Solve Challenges and Drive Innovation



Cybersecurity
Prevent, detect, and respond to security risks and modern cyber threats with the expertise of our cybersecurity and IT professionals.






Data
Get insight at the speed of now backed by data you can trust with a strategic approach to your data storage, centralization, process flow, analytics, and reporting.







Digital Future
Propel your organization forward with a strategic, long-term roadmap for success. From ERP to CRM and everything in between, Eide Bailly can help you identify, implement, and manage the right solutions to meet your organization’s unique needs both now and in the future.






Secure Cloud
Create, manage, and secure a modern workplace that enables collaboration and productivity built on a foundation of a scalable cloud or hybrid environment.






Technology
Technology and digitalization isn’t one-size-fits-all. We implement and optimize solutions that fit the unique needs of your organization and have aligned ourselves with the leading solutions in the marketplace.









Partners
With our suite of partners, we can implement solutions that support the most critical business functions of your organization.  
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Our Stats Tell the Story
At Eide Bailly, we like to think of ourselves as advisors first and technology providers second. We bring our knowledge, passion, and experience to transform the way that you do business and deliver lasting results to help you succeed in a digitally driven world. 

	400+
Certifications Across Leading Technology Solutions

	225+
Experienced Technology and Business Consultants 

	Top25
CPA firm in the nation
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Case Study: Extra Space Storage

A Data Strategy Built for Future Growth
"Our data strategy enables the growth for Extra Space because we are able to ingest so much more data using Azure’s cloud and how we can use that data in the future. There are so many more possibilities for us."  – Jeff Stott, Senior VP of Technology at Extra Space Storage
View Case Study



More clients we’ve impacted with digital and technology solutions: 
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Our Latest Thinking
Stay up to date on Digital contentSubscribe

View More Related Insights



Whatever your digital or technology needs — Eide Bailly can help. 
We’re in the business of knowing your business and translating your needs into your digital strategy.


Let's Talk

Digital Leadership
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Scott D. Kost
Principal/Chief Technology Officer

Scott's wealth of knowledge has crossed numerous industries and involves managing all aspects of technology, including systems development, information security, consulting services, computer operations, voice and data communications and desktop services. Additionally, Scott develops and facilitates training seminars that focus on leadership development, staffing, new technologies and strategic planning.

More Leadership


More Leadership
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Customer Relationship Summary | Additional Disclosures

Eide Bailly Advisors, LLC., Eide Bailly Agency, LLC., are wholly owned and operated by Eide Bailly LLP.
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